
Our cabins
The best experience in the sky



We believe that everyone should arrive 

at their destination relaxed, rested and 

ready for their trip. It’s why we offer five 

ways to fly - so you can choose what

makes a flight perfect for you.

Upper Class

The ultimate way to travel, with 

imaginatively designed service, 

social spaces, and private suites

with a fully flat bed.

Premium

Stretch out in a lovely extra large 

leather seat, and enjoy Premium

comfort with all the perks.

Economy Light

Travel light with hand baggage only

and seat allocated at check in, plus

food, drink and entertainment included.

Economy Classic

The same world famous Economy 

service, plus a checked bag and 

the freedom to choose your seat.

Economy Delight

Premium Check In, priority boarding, 

and a lovely extra legroom seat.

Discover our cabins

Because details 
make the difference 
at 30,000 feet



Our brand new A350 is packed 

with innovation, thoughtful features,

and unmistakable Virgin Atlantic style

With its sleek looks, cute little turned-up 
wingtips, and fresh thinking, the A350 
is a big step up. It’s given our design 
team a chance to work their magic 
on the entire cabin space.

From nose to tail, they’ve reimagined 
the experience for every seat, placing 
the emphasis on style and comfort. 
Think enhanced storage, subtle mood 
lighting, bespoke fabrics, and thoughtful 
touches such as USB ports for every seat 
and the latest entertainment system.

Top that with all the warmth and 
attention you’d expect from a Virgin 
Atlantic cabin crew, and you’ve got 
a package that will quietly revolutionise 
your air travel.

A350

Designed with love, built for the future

Economy

Dial up the relax factor with super-adjustable

headrests, beautiful fabrics, the latest 

entertainment system on an 11.5 inch screen,

your own USB port to keep gadgets going, 

and plenty of storage.

Premium

You’re looking at extra-large, luxuriously 

stitched leather seats with comfy legrests and 

footrests. Plus a 13 inch screen to enjoy the 

hours of entertainment, a generous 7 inches 

of recline, and a storage space top-up.

Upper Class

Every suite is accessible from the aisle, 

faces the window, and transforms into a bed 

in a moment. Add in personal mood lighting, 

bonus storage and extra working surfaces, 

and you’ll feel the difference.

The Loft

An exclusive lounge for Upper Class passengers, 

this is a place to mingle, grab a drink or dine 

with friends. You can even watch the view from 

the A350’s tailcam, while our wonderful cabin 

crew are always on hand.



Adjustable

headrest

Up to 31in

seat pitch in

Economy Class

Up to 34in seat

pitch in Economy

Delight

USB ports and

onboard WiFi

available*

With Virgin Atlantic Economy, we positively

encourage you to be choosy. Select 

Economy Light, Classic or Delight to fit 

with your priorities, and relax, secure 

in the knowledge that you’ll enjoy 

a superb flight at a competitive price.

Whichever of our Economy cabins you 

choose, you’ll get a choice of delicious 

three-course meals, complimentary drinks 

and snacks, and inseat power to keep your 

gadgets going. You’ll also enjoy Vera, our 

outstanding inflight entertainment system, 

packed with more than 300 hours of must-

see TV and films.

We also invite you to experience Wellness, 

our new healthy travel programme that 

incorporates collaborations with wellness 

brands including Headspace and Team 

Body Project. This thoughtful collection of 

inseat exercise workouts, meditation, and 

soothing ASMR tracks is accessible via 

Vera, and ensures that you arrive at your 

destination feeling refreshed.

Economy Delight

Enjoy Premium Check In and priority 

boarding, plus an extra legroom seat

Economy Classic

Choose your seat in advance for free, 

and take one 23kg checked bag.

Economy Light

With hand luggage only, you’re free 

to head straight through security..

Economy

Three ways to tailor your experience

Baggage allowance

Economy Light Hand baggage only

Economy Classic and Delight 1x23kg (50lb) 

bag, up to 90x75x43cm / 35.5x29.5x16ins**

*From £4.99

** Lagos & Delhi allows for x2 bags.



Table displays applicable brand attributes based on 

operating carrier. Elite customers who are entitled to 

additional benefits are not denoted in this matrix.

GDS Shelf

Private airport ground transport

Virgin Atlantic

Upper Class

Virgin Atlantic

Premium

Virgin Atlantic

Economy Delight

Virgin Atlantic

Economy Classic

Virgin Atlantic

Economy Light

Delta One® Delta Premium Select Delta Comfort+
®

Delta Main Cabin Delta Basic Economy

Air France La Première Air France Business Premium Economy Air France Flex/Full Flex Air France Standard Air France Light

KLM World Business Class KLM Flex / Full Flex KLM Standard KLM Light

First Business Premium Economy Economy Economy Economy Economy

Advanced Seat Assignment
2

Priority Check In

Upper Class Wing & Security
3

Hand luggage only

Checked bag4 3 x 32kg 2 x 32kg5 2 x 23kg 1 x 23kg 1x23kg 1x23kg

Clubhouse access

La Premièr Lounge (CDG only)

SkyTeam Lounge

Priority boarding

Seat pitch Flat bed6 Flat bed6 38in 34in 31in 31in 31in

Meals, drinks and snacks

Seat back inflight entertainment
6 6 6

Amenity kit
7 7 7 7

WiFi for purchase
8

Revivals

Arrivals Lounge

Priority baggage delivery
9

No fees for changes
10

No refunds or changes
11 11

1 Not available on DL, AF, KL product, only applies to VS marketed, VS operated flights
2 AF & KL do not allow advanced seat assignment or free selection at any time for Economy Standard

(limited exemptions apply), customer to allocate in check-in window
3 Only applicable to VS & DL at LHR, operating carrier rule applies
4 Some baggage allowances may vary based on route, please check specific fare rules
5 Applicable to long haul flights only
6 VS do not off amenity kits, products and items included on DL & AFKL may vary by route

7 AF & KL aircraft will be gradually equipped with WiFi technology
8 Only applicable to VS & DL at LHR, operating carrier rule applies
9 Priority baggage delivery applies to AF KL Flex / Full Flex (only in Europe)
10 AFKL Flex offer refunds for a fee (in addition to free changes)
11 KL permit changes in Light at a fee + fare difference, no refunds

Cabin benefits

Seat by seat


